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Architecture and Music
This thesis explores an architectural/land-
scape environment where polyphonic met-
aphors are the means for exploration and
investigation.
Polyphonic, as described in musical defi-
nitions/terms, is the style of composition
in which two or more distinctly indepen-
dent but organically related parts sound
against one another. This combination
produces associations within the piece
that relate to various time lengths and
musical instruments when particular musi-
cal motives, specifically melodic lines,
play against one another. An interdepen-
dent relationship between the lines, a ver-
tical association, is referred as harmony,
while an interdependent relationship
within the lines, a horizontal relationship,
is referred as melody.
The significance of this metaphorical
association with architectural form is the
opportunity to create an architectural
vocabulary that is exemplified by its rich-
ness and diversity of spatial, material,
and subconsciousness qualities that
moves beyond music's time sequential
nature. It is an attempt to provide an envi-
ronment that exhibits polyphonic qualities
in a space-time sequence. Inherent to
achieve these qualities, several issues
must be considered. This includes; territo-
rial definition and exchange (privacies vs.
public), materiality decisions, physical
reciprocity, lighting intentions... etc.
The vehicle for these studies will be a
chamber music facility programmed for
both practice and performance. It is a
place where chamber groups or individual
performers have decisions to select a
place appropriate for their "style" of per-
formance beyond the traditional enclosed
concert hall. This includes decisions such
as basic acoustical qualities, audience
relationship to performance and appropri-
ate levels of public and private levels of
interaction. The multiplicity of use, both in
performance and audience interaction,
reinforce the polyphonic association.
Particular emphasis will address the fol-
lowing questions/statements;
How can the outdoor music building type
(specifically for the chamber music) begin
to challenge the place and performance
aspects to provide a range of associations
and interactions?
How can architecture and landscape
exhibit polyphonic qualities that move
beyond music's constraint of sequential
time and experience?
How can the natural landscape begin to
re-interpret interior spaces by creating a
consonance of internal horizons and
external cosmic associations?
ta b le o f co n t e n ts
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There have been many comparisons
between architecture and music through-
out history. Some have suggested that
there are inherent and direct relationships
between the physical structure of the two
disciplines. One example is the classical
notions suggested by Alberti and Vitru-
vius. Their interpretations of absolute
beauty suggested that the parallel is a
direct translation of elements such as pro-
portion and composition from one to the
other. The translation, specifically from
musical notation of harmonic and melodic
'music-types' to architectural organiza-
tion, can be considered a superficial real-
ization. A direct one to one translation
reduces the significance of these ele-
ments through a rationalized and unsym-
pathetic design process. Considerations
for architectural program and experiences
require careful orchestrated spatial under-
standings and decisions that are inten-
tional, not coincidental.
The inherent differences in perception
also prevent us from making obvious
translations. Musical harmony and
rhythm are perceived through our ears,
because of this, the variation of tone and
rhythm is limited to our hearing perception
senses. Through our listening conscious-
ness one can then begin to make associa-
tions of musical 'themes' from one period
in time to others. The design of spatial
organizations and fields that we inhabit
are perceived through a combination of
visual and other sensory stimuli. Because
of this complexity, a thorough understand-
ing of spatial qualifiers, such as physical
form, light aspects.. .etc is necessary in
order to design a satisfactory and plea-
surable space.
Other possibilities for comparison of
music and architecture include a study of
architectural spaces that are generated by
an intentional sequence of acoustical
experiences or through a metaphorical
process of comparison of similarities to
generate an architectural form, both in
experience and metaphor, that can be
exemplified through musical analogies.
This second alternative process suggests
that the interpretations of musical experi-
ences and composition should move
beyond music's sequential nature and
allow architecture to create a series of
sequential experiences that is not
restricted to a single time line or experi-
ence.
introduction.
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This thesis explores the possibility that
the translation from musical notation or
style to an architectural environment can
begin to accommodate multiple levels of
experience of performance and architec-
tural possibilities. These possibilities
would include a range of material and
light qualities, relationship of public and
private experiences, various associations
with landscape and architecture and
numerous relationships with materials.
This sequence would allow for multiple
experiences and infinite relationships.
This documentation represents a partial
record of the thesis investigation. An
attempt to document the complete pro-
cess would be an undaunting and almost
impossible task. Included in this brief doc-
ument are several key segments of the
thesis research and presentation. Particu-
lar emphasis relies on the transcription of
the final review, the decision to include
this text are for several reasons. This text
collects and presents the most complete
and thorough information pertinent to any
particular segment of the process. This
transcription process also provides a
more detailed analysis into the reviewer's
comments for further intellectual compre-
hension. In the transcribing the verbal
presentation, liberty in clarifying the text
for reading comprehension and continuity
has been included.
Entries from the thesis journal are also
included. They are from the early segment
of the research and attempt to document
some of the earliest design thoughts and
intentions. Though it does not document
this process from beginning to end, it still
does provide valuable and insightful infor-
mation.
An expanded bibliography at the end
includes a number of the references that
have influenced this investigation.
Opposite
Image I
Tanglewood: Stock-
bridge, MA, shaded
regions are owned by
Tanglewood. Mackinac
Lot is opposite main
shed connecting access
to Stockbridge Bowl.
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final presentation.
Previous
18 Image 4Tanglewood south prop-
erties - Mackinac Lot.
Image 5
View of entrance/souve-
nir building
Middle
Image 6
View of main lawn -look-
ing south.
Bottom
Image 7
Main lawn: partial tree
covering.
JW Hi. My name is Jesse Wu. I am going
to start by showing some slides of the
site. Unfortunately it will be difficult to
see since one cannot turn the lights
off.
SA Doesn't that switch turn the lights off?
JW If I turn the lights off, it will take a
minimum twenty minutes to regener-
ate.
The site is in western Massachusetts,
in the Tanglewood area. Tanglewood
owns several hundred acres in that
region (See "Image 1" on pg 13.).
They have been assembling land
since their inception earlier this cen-
tury. Within the past two decades,
they have more than doubled their
size through two donations. One of
those lots, the Mackinac Lot, was
selected for this project's site(See
"Image 4" on pg 18.).
This lot connects the main facility to
the Stockbridge Bowl as seen on this
map(See "Image 8" on pg 20.). I'm
going to start with a couple photos of
Tanglewood. This slide shows the
main entrance at Tanglewood(See
"Image 5" on pg 18.). The building in
the foreground is the main gift shop.
Immediately behind it are two lines of
pine trees.
A little further is the main lawn, on
the left side is the main performance
hall(See "Image 6" on pg 18.). This
view actually faces the direction of
the site. As one can see, there is a
gentle slope up from us, it eventually
plateaus and leads down to the lake.
These photos are taken during the off
season, one can see that there are a
many people around (See "Image 10"
on pg 22.). The grounds are open
daily, year round to the public. Many
families and groups will come for a
lunch picnic on weekends.
The are relatively few trees in the
main lawn area. The lawn is charac-
terized by the openness and large
sky above. There are however, a few
trees in one particular side. Among
these trees, there is a good deal of
tree coverage for people to use(See
"Image 7" on pg 18.).
These next few slides will also give a
good feel for the lawn's atmosphere.
In this particular slide(See "Image 10"
on pg 22.), it shows the tall pine trees
that surround the main bounder, it
final presentation.
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20 Image 8Map of Tanglewood facil-
ities.
divides this area from the parking
lots. As you can see in the back-
ground, there area is surrounded by
hills and valleys.
This next image shows the lion gate
(See "Image 11" on pg 22.) located on
the southern side of the lawn. This
entrance is not connected to any of
the main parking lots, rather, it is situ-
ated adjacent to the Mackinac Lot -
primarily for VIP and employee park-
ing. This gate is also directly opposite
the project's site.
This is the view from the Tanglewood
lawn, taken from the visitor's center -
one of the old existing mansions on
the site (See "Image 9" on pg 22.).
One can see that in the distance is
Monument Mountain, the famous
mountain beyond the bowl, it is
approximately four miles away.
These images will give you a sense of
the trees and vegetation found on the
site (See "Image 15" on pg 24.). In
addition to the pine trees we saw ear-
lier, there are many deciduous trees
of many sizes on the site (See "Image
16" on pg 24.). The last slide shows
one of the access roads to the lake's
edge (See "Image 14" on pg 24.).
This road and the other are both cov-
ered from beginning to end with
trees. Its intimate size in section
encourages visitors to drive slowly as
they approach the site.
These next series of slides are pan-
oramics from various points on the
site. They may be difficult to compre-
hend individually.
The first series is from the north
entrance side of the site (See "Image
18" on pg 25.). The site is approxi-
mately 1,100 feet wide and 2,500 feet
long, the grade change from this road
down to the other end is about 100
feet. The opposite end fronts the
Storckbridge Bowl and lake. That side
enjoys a south facing view.
The next series of slides (See "Image
13" on pg 24.) is another panoramic,
a little further down, but from the
opposite direction. There is a mid-
point clearing, would be the parking
are for the project. One would drive
from the main road, down the access
roads and park here. The remaining
approach to the project would be by
foot.
This last two series of slides (See
final presentation.
Top
22 Image 9View south towards
Monument Mountain.
Left
Image 10
View of main lawn
Right
Image 11
View of Lion's Gate.
"Image 12" on pg 24.) show the exist-
ing beach and beach house and a
panoramic of the Stockbridge Bowl.
The beach house is abandoned (See
"Image 17" on pg 25.).
FP Is this used by Tanglewood?
JW Again this facility, I'll show you in a
second, is primarily a parking lot on
the upper side for the performers and
VIP. These are a couple photos from
another same sort of festival in Chi-
cago, Ravina. This is taken in night.
The lighting characteristics in the
evening makes the performances a
very memorable experience. They
have simply directed spot lights,
mounted on tree trunks, into the foli-
age above (See "Image 20" on pg
26.). I'm going to talk about a quick
comparison of the two centers.
It was a couple of years ago, rather
four or five years ago, that I began
asking questions that considered the
comparison of architecture and
music. I was not interested in the typ-
ical classical notion of proportional
similarities, rather, looking at how
one might make experiential sort of
associations.
At the same too, I was also interested
in classical music performance
spaces. The year I spent in Europe
was filled with a number of experi-
ences of musical performances in
many medieval churches, specifically
France (See "Image 19" on pg 26.). I
found that they could accommodate
performances of many sizes, both
performers and audience, without a
problem. Not only were their spaces
flexible in nature, they also provided
an array of acoustical experiences,
from intimate to intense. The atmo-
sphere in these churches, with the
music in the background, withdrew
one immediately from the outside
world.
Those medieval experiences are diffi-
cult to find in the performance halls of
today. They have now been replaced
by a two dimensional cinema type
experience, as one friend described
it.
One particular problem could be that
these spaces lacked the flexibility in
organization and variety of experi-
ences. The prescribed organization of
today's facilities attempts to create a
monopoly of acoustical perfection.
final presentation.
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24 Image 12Panoramic at south side.
Middle
Image 13
Panoramic at site mid-
point -looking west.
Bottom Left
Image 14
East access road.
Bottom Middle
Image 15
Typical Foliage.
Bottom Right
Image 16
West access road.
Middle
Image 17 25Souther edge of site -
existing beach house.
Bottom
Image 18
Panoramic for north
edge - Hawthorne Road.
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26 Image 19
Eglise St. Thomas -
Strasbourg, France.
Right
Image 20
Ravinia Festival - Chi-
cago, Illinois, 9/5/97.
In outdoor performance halls, the sit-
uation and experiences are much dif-
ferent. In places like Ravinia or
Tanglewood, the event is more true to
the experience - there is not an
attempt to create a contained instru-
ment.
However, these two places have
faults in their organization. They
remain point controlled and provide a
singular relationship with the audi-
ence and performer. Because of this,
they can only support one type of per-
formance, specifically the large
event. If there was a smaller group of
performers and audience, one was
left with large empty space.
In these two particular cases, I will
show the faults and merits of the
plan's organization. In Ravinia (See
"Image 21" on pg 28.), there is a
large obstructive building found
immediately outside the performance
pavilion, highlighted with an oval. At
first, the placement of the building
may seem awkward and imposing,
however, what this organization ben-
efits from is that the lawn is now
divided into two distinct regions with
varying experiences (See "Image 74"
on pg 80.). The remaining smaller
area is a much more private and inti-
mate space with overhead tree cover.
The opposite lawn, the larger half, is
almost three to four times larger with
more associations beyond the perfor-
mance - the audience sits beneath a
vast open sky. What is interesting is
that in this facility, they have placed
speakers (amplifying the perfor-
mance) at regular intervals through-
out the entire lawn. This decision
greatly affects the experience, the
audience is overwhelmed with a con-
stant level of music defeating the
range of experiences.
At Tanglewood (See "Image 22" on pg
28.), one finds an extremely vast and
open lawn, much larger than the
Ravinia with almost the opposite type
of experience. The amplification
speakers are located at the exterior
edge of the performance shed, there-
fore the do not overwhelm the lawn
audience. The lawn is uninterrupted
and extends much further than the
urban constrained Ravinia (See
"Image 80" on pg 86.). The experi-
ence of the performance is varied and
remains the most intense in the areas
immediately behind the shed, as one
gradually moves away from the per-
formance, the association with the
final presentation.
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performance loses to other social
occasions. However, the Tanglewood
lawn lacks the variations of privacy
through physical structure as found at
Ravinia. The Tanglewood lawn is
more casual with a constant murmur
of conversations in the lawn. Within
this model, it begins to support a
larger range of experiences and
associations with the performer and
other audience members.
However, both performance facilities
begin to break down when smaller
audiences are present. In these situa-
tions, the range of associations is lost
in the smaller crowds. This was most
obvious during the mid-afternoon
practices when several hundred peo-
ple listening were confined to the five
thousand plus seats.
When I began this project I had some
interest in some theoretical compari-
sons with architecture and music.
Coincidentally, a vehicle for these
studies would be a performance facil-
ity for chamber music. What I was
interested from the theoretical per-
spective was the notion of counter-
point. Specifically, how counterpoint
is a style of music composition that
attempt is to create a musical experi-
ence both horizontal and vertical,
melodic and harmonic respectively.
Specific melodic examples would
include various time lengths or
frames(See "Image 23" on pg 30.).
Harmonic relationship would begin to
create experiences that include rela-
tionships of several instruments in
the same particular motive of chords.
These counterpunctual characteris-
tics would then begin to cumulate in a
musical experience that begins to
make associations at a large range of
time lengths, various music instru-
ments, and similar or different
motives creating one complete expe-
rience.
The association and transition from
music to architecture would begin to
suggest ways built environment can
begin to move beyond music sequen-
tial time constraint. It would formulate
an experience that allows for many
varied and independent experiences
and interpretations. Specifically, the
possibility to be a part of various per-
formances in a public manor or begin
to participate in a very private and
intimate immediate environment.
When I begin to define the program,
the original intent was to work with a
29
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30 Image 23
Example of musical
composition analysis
(Al ements)
Figure 5: Ranau, Minuet II in C Minor
pa
site in Chicago, which is where I am
originally from. But after some time,
the importance of having a easily
accessible site led me to choose the
Tanglewood area. Because of the
existing musical environment and
facilities, designing a chamber music
performance center seemed best to
complement the existing facility. The
existing facilities can accommodate
from eight hundred to five thousand
indoor and one thousand to approxi-
mately ten thousand outdoor. This
site plan (not shown) illustrates the
size relationship of both facilities
There was also an interest in investi-
gating the relationship between land-
scape and architecture. Specifically
how landscape can be an important
part of defining the built environment
and not always relying on the archi-
tecture or built structure for that defi-
nition. This relationship was more
evident within the Ravinia plan. In
this model, the location of the land-
scape, through means of berms, trees
and shrubs, there exists a varied
range of private and public associa-
tions. This was developed both in the
horizontal (plan) relationships and
vertical (section) definitions.
To begin this investigation, I began
with a series of studies on precedents
where landscape and architecture
both play a critical role in defining the
environment. This would begin to for-
mulate a sequence of experiences
that can begin to relate our under-
standing through different sizes by
means of various materials, light
qualities...etc. Specifically, architec-
tural spaces that don't accommodate
one particular use, rather spaces
which can support various uses. I
looked at a number of examples, this
particular example, Katsura,(See
"Images 24 - 28") can begin to define
many levels of privacy and public
spaces through landscape and berm-
ing, through materials that participate
both inside and outside.
Given that, I'll move into the project
now. The site, Mackinac lot, is about
twenty five hundred feet long and
eleven hundred feet wide (See
"Image 8" on pg 20.). Currently many
trees have been cleared to serve as
surface parking for the performances.
The change in grade from the main
road down to the level of the water is
approximately one hundred feet, with
a plateau in the middle, which breaks
the grade change in half. I began to
final presentation.
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32 Image 24Katsura Imperial Pal-
ace, main building, first
floor plan.
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create a range of associations of
musical performers with their respec-
tive audience. This also begins to
allow for a range of participation lev-
els. This is not meant to mimic the
regular concert where all the partici-
pants have the same sort of experi-
ence but rather, an attempt to create
a whole range of experiences.
I'll walk you through the project as
one might experience it. The initial
drawings and thoughts (See "Image
61" on pg 68.)began to look at how
one can form and define levels of pri-
vacy and also introduce the water in
the site, specifically to generate dif-
ferent sizes.
One of the initial things I was working
with was to create one type of concert
music hall (See "Image 29" on pg
38.), of how the building could begin
to reflect sound through a series of
reflecting surfaces to generate the
largest dimensions possible (See
"Image 30" on pg 38.). In this case,
one could begin to use the water as a
reflecting surface to generate the
largest size. It was an idea that
wasn't totally dismissed, but the
departure is that the organization
should not define a singular relation-
ship with the audience and performer
(See "Image 31" on pg 38.).
So what I began to look at is how the
building form and landscape by re-
grading the site(See "Image 33" on
pg 40.) can create a variation of sizes
for different performances. This
would then allow a performer to
select the appropriate place for the
event (See "Image 34" on pg 40.),
specifically making decisions on how
their relationship with the audience,
audience placement and size, acous-
tic qualities, interior or exterior
spaces...etc.
PF (interrupts) What is your audience
load?
JW The sizes of audience? There are
some diagrams that show the various
possibilities.
PF (interrupts) is fifteen hundred possi-
ble?
JW Yes.
JW These are the floor plans (See
"Images 35 and 36.), there are four
sections(See "Image 43") taken at
each building. This first is taken
final presentation.
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34 Image 25Shiokin-tei, first floor
Adjacent
Image 26
Tea Pavilion I, first floor
plan.
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36 Image 27Shoka-tei, first fbor plan.
Adjacent
Image 28 37
Outer Rest Pavilion, first
floor plan.
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38 Image 29Early sketches, section
and plan.
Middle 30
Image 30..... ..
Early sketch, diagram of . .
reflecting surfaces, plan.
Bottom
Image 31
Early sketch, diagram of
reflecting surfaces, sec-
tion.
A "' j. Eil!
through this building and it continues
sequentially. In these three drawings,
the water is on the left side of the
drawing.
Pause.
FP Could you walk us through it?
JW Sure. The parking is located above
with a service and handicap access
road leading to the main complex
(See "Image 35" on pg 42.) for people
who might not be able to traverses
the section. The drop off point is here
(points to drawing). Otherwise, if you
wanted the experience in this direc-
tion, you park your car and walk over
to the pavilion, where there is an
information booth and restroom facili-
ties (See "Image 32" on pg 40.),
which one typically finds at the
periphery. The orientation of this is
very important, again earlier in the
slides I mentioned Monument Moun-
tain and that is the direction of the
access. So as one move into the site,
you begin to generate the largest
dimension, beyond the lake or Stock-
bridge Bowl. As one proceeds
through here, the tree line begins to
move below you. Also as one moves
down in section the mountain disap-
pears and other shoulders of moun-
tains begin to formulate the
immediate surroundings. Normally
one would continue down the elevator
or the stairs and as you progress
through this point (points to model)
one begins to understand the scale
and the location of the where all the
buildings are located (See "Image 40"
on pg 48.). This building is primarily a
support facility, it includes a restau-
rant and restrooms (See "Image 46"
on pg 52.). This next building is prob-
ably considered the most private for
performances (See "Image 41" on pg
48.).
AS This is the restaurant and restroom?
JW Yes, the restaurant and restroom.
This building allows for different
types of performances to occur. As
one moves beyond that, these dia-
grams show how different relation-
ships might occur (not shown). This
allows for many opportunities for dif-
ferent types of performances. For
example, (points to model) this is one
relationship of performer to audience
with these reflecting surfaces to
intensify the sound at the farthest dis-
tance. Or here's another choice (See
"Image 48" on pg 54.).
final presentation.
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40 Image 32View from entry pavilion
towards Stockbridge
Bowl, looking south.
Middle
Image 33
Aerial view of entry path
at beginning.
Bottom
Image 34
View of landscape
amphitheater.
PF Would there be any audience in the
interior? What is the scale of the
model?
JW Yes. This space can support roughly
three hundred people, while this area
can hold five hundred people (See
"Image 48" on pg 54.). Sixteenth.
This is the second floor, someone
could potentially perform from this
balcony on either sides with the audi-
ence on these respective sides (See
"Image 59" on pg 64.). This section
moves on to a complete landscape
amphitheater.
FP These are basic landscaped amphi-
theaters.
JW Yes, at different sizes.
AS Where would the performer be in this
relationship (See "Image 34" on pg
40.)?
JW I would usually not define a singular
point. But a performer could choose
this as the performance space.
AS So one could see the performance
(from the approach) as you move in
this direction (See "Image 40" on pg
48.)
JW Yes. One would continue from this
area, down the stairs and progress
into the main audience space or con-
tinue to the other areas open to the
public (See "Image 53" on pg 58.).
AS This cross section, there (points bot-
tom drawing), is taken through the
main stair area (See "Image 43" on
pg 50.)?
JW Yes. It's taken here through the
stairs.
PF Um... Can I start? I have two ques-
tions, one maybe related to the other.
How does this describe the relation-
ship of your design efforts to explain
the correlation between what you pro-
pose to build and polyphony. Two,
how did you arrive at the shapes,
which are very, very specific building
shapes?
JW Well the connection back to polyph-
ony is again the interpretation, spe-
cifically counterpoint, that one begins
to make associations beyond a single
point in time, one that begins to rec-
ognize a whole level of different spa-
tial experiences. Within the project,
my intention is that one would begin
to understand different relationships
41
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42 Image 35First floor plan, north ori-
entation at top, not to
scale.
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Image 36
Second floor plan, north
orientation at top, not to
scale.
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44 Image 37Partial first floor plan.
Bottom
Image 38
Aerial view of main com-
plex.
M
of the audience and performer such
that one is not always confined to one
interpretation or experience (i.e. con-
cert hall). For example, aperfor-
mance within a standard performance
hall would only allow for one general
type of association with the perfor-
mance.
PF I see that relationship with that the
landscape but I don't see that rela-
tionship with your architecture, not
that there should be a difference.
Then, these that you are proposing to
build, I mean I see that as you are
coming to down this path which, that
you perceive this performance area
potential (See "Image 40" on pg 48.),
even if there isn't a performance
going on and come back here and
there might be one here or there or
here, but they...
FP (interrupts) but they would not be run-
ning concurrently
PF but you could see the potential for the
gathering spaces, what I don't see
how these shapes (building forms)
further that idea.
FP They are all the same scale.
(pause)
PF They are all the same scale. And their
shapes are very idiosyncratic, and I
have yet to hear about the architec-
ture. Plus, you talk about it, I think
there is a wonderful relationship with
the near and far landscape. First you
see the mountain and they you don't,
not because you fall behind trees or
it's beyond the horizon. And yet, this
(See "Image 54" on pg 58.) will cer-
tainly postpone that certain happen-
ing. Um. Rather than enhance that
(experience), it will rather counter act
that and particularly when I get
here... where ever... and I haven't
gotten anywhere, I would think I
would want to come down here (See
"Image 33" on pg 40.) and I end up at
the restaurant. I would think that I
would want to end up a performance
space or a cluster of performance
spaces. Or at something related to
music, rather than the restaurant or
the bathrooms...
JW (interrupts) There are other bath-
rooms here (See "Image 32" on pg
40.)!
PF (continues) and I am confused by that
suddenly dislocation of the buildings.
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JW I looked at how currently on the site
how the change in grade is very none
distinct and very subtle and I think
then...
PF (interrupts) Well if this is an accurate
topography (See "Image 39" on pg
46.), I would notice it.
JW No. One does not notice the change
at the largest size with the amount of
tree coverage. Does that make
sense?
PF (interrupts) Yeah. But your solution
doesn't make sense. I mean, selec-
tive thinning (of the trees) may... I
mean what I'm getting at your talking
about is, if you are talking about
polyphony, the juxtaposition of multi-
ple total experiences then I don't
think you can maintain a level
because you have eliminated a total
experience. You have eliminated the
experience on the grade. If for exam-
ple you had made this a cut (longitu-
dinal section through length of site),
then even though it is an artificial
plane, then at least you have to move
through the grade at the same time
one would go to the ground and out...
See what I am getting at? You talked
about it and I heard you say it, but I
was hoping that there was something
happening, that this (See "Image 32"
on pg 40.) and this (points to walk-
way) had a sort of musical relation-
ship or functional relationship at one
level of performance or at another
level of something. I mean this is, this
is a lovely picturesque, but there's
nothing to celebrate about music.
JW The organization of the buildings and
generation of the space within that
was something that was a progres-
sion of several schemes. For exam-
ple, this one(See "Image 29" on pg
38.) is very different from the current
scheme, but one of the more immedi-
ate scheme, is where this same build-
ing you see here, the "restaurant"
building, was once directly opposite
from the adjacent building. The inten-
tion was to begin to break these
buildings apart to create another area
within here (See "Image 37" on pg
44.). By doing so, the immediate
attention when first arriving, one does
not approach a wall. Does that make
sense?
PF Yeah
JW As one breaks that opening, the
understanding of the spaces begins
47
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48 Image 40View west from entry
walkway.
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Image 41
Aerial view of main com-
plex, west end.
Bottom
Image 42
View towards approach
and medium amphithe-
ater, looking east.
to unfold as one approaches the com-
plex. Otherwise, one would approach
the backside of the complex - then it's
either the front or the back
AS It seems to me though that there are
some very nice things about your
project. I would like to know more
about the specifics, the materiality, as
you have attempted in your section. If
I were to make some sort of metaphor
or relationship with music or specifi-
cally polyphony - multiple voices, it
seemed that one would think of differ-
ent systems (i.e. construction) that
exist within the site, that you can pro-
pose, that begin to suggest that
things are have their origin outside of
the site or greater completeness to
them and they happen to intersect at
the site. Therefore there are multiple
voices beginning to be expressed
through materiality, of space making
devices, and I think that you do begin
to do that and that there is a lan-
guage of retaining walls, certain kinds
of roof structures/coverings. More
specifically, (points to wood cano-
pies) that begin to refer to the foliage
of the trees and that there is some
notion of coverings and certain ideas
of retaining walls (points to retaining
walls) There begins to be some ideas
about the horizontal ground plane,
which is now being identified as an
architectural element roof scape or
actual bridging. You begin to talk
about the notion of the trees, and the
plans, the buildings tread rather
lightly, as if coming from above, as if
perched on that landscape. With that
perspective, I think that the project is
successful and begins to re-iterate
issues and elements of the land-
scape. I'd like to hear you be more
specific about those. For example,
what is the edge of this surface
(points to retaining wall)? Is it just the
exposed cut away earth, and as that
space becomes occupy-able, if you
could have an impromptu outdoor
gathering here, I think that the nature
and quality of the wall should be
much more precise and understand
those details. And I think being on or
the notion of an animated structure,
that begins to have a seasonal rela-
tionship with opening and closing
shutters, where a wall becomes shad-
ing. And I think you do begin to
develop that quite nicely with the sec-
tions. I have a question - what are the
upper level spaces (See "Image 55"
on pg 60.)?
JW The upper spaces is more perfor-
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50 Image 43Site sections, top
three sections -south
to north (I to r), bottom
section north to south
(I to r), not to scale.
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mance and slack area.
PF Oh, so one can play from the balcony
(See "Image 59" on pg 64.).
AS Inside though? This whole area
(points to main performance pavil-
ion).
JW Inside, there are some privacy areas,
but it primarily public areas.
PF What goes on in there?
AS (Show us) In the section?
JW In the section, it can be either a pri- 51
vate or public area - for perfor-
mances audience spaces.
PF Is it a stage, screening room, or are
there practice rooms?
JW It could be used between perfor-
mances as a privacy.
AS That's the reiteration of the upper
level ground plane (See "Image 43"
on pg 50.), I'd like it to see it more. It
is as if one could draw a line across.
You can begin to treat it as an ele-
vated ground plane, which the
ground moves below it out to the
final presentation.
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View towards main com-
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looking west.
water, to the view. Specifically, I think
it begins to talk about ideas on per-
spective and understand the siting of
the project. I would want to see it
more identified as a series of layers,
independent layers, which now per-
haps the way the edge of the water is
defined, begins to become a low wall
that eventually moves through the
project. Where the project is the
moment of intersection, and I think if
the drawings more in that vain, it
could certainly be identified and the
nature of those moments and what
those qualities are of occupying the
ground, being above the ground,
about coverings, and I think the issue
of program becomes a little undevel-
oped. One would perhaps want it
(program) more developed, what are
the kinds of spaces that are
enclosed...
FP (interrupts)... in a way your are say-
ing that he should think of the totality
of this more in terms of form and
materials as opposed to function -
like this space or that space for per-
formance.ASI think the intersection
creates those spaces.
FP (agrees) um hm...
(pause)
PF I think in general here, I can't see
your point (points to model). It's like a
flock of sheep. Its just scampering
around the site.
MS (Chuckles and sighs in the back-
ground)
FP (interrupts) Which defeats the pur-
pose of polyphony, because in a poly-
phonic work it is one time line, a
modulation of only one thing,
whereas her, you have a smorgas-
bord arranged around some sort of
itinerary, this and that, the different
sizes of audience that you include,
you simply use an outdoor theater.
Instead of being part of the same out-
door theater, or modulations of the
same spatial systems, I think that
even the number of orientations (See
"Image 38" on pg 44.), it is a bit too
much for me.
One.. .two... three.. .there are at least
three...four... at least four.
AS (interrupts) Take the time to address
different kinds of spaces, then I think
it would seem like that this building
which is very problematic (points to
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View south from entry
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Image 48
View across water inlet,
looking east.
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Main reflection sur-
faces: retaining wall and
"restaurant" building,
looking east.
'restaurant" building), it occupies the
edge, there is an attempt to create it
or perhaps as a extension of the
lake's edge condition. If that architec-
ture were more developed more earth
bound, that perhaps some notion of
covering would not only create a
space of entry (points to "restaurant"
building), but also allow this to
become an area where there are per-
formances. This would be much more
about edge, occupying the topogra-
phy, that view or condition.
FP I think that this is actually the area
which is the least successful (points
to restaurant building), these two
buildings are the same the modula-
tion of the same thing. This whole this
is also one thing (points to two main
buildings), The acoustics (pause)...
they don't talk to each other.
PF An in addition to that, you've given
this private place what is an ancillary
facility, its about music, its not a res-
taurant from which you could hear
chamber music. And now, the most
persuasive building you would want
to go into is the restaurant.. you
could imagine if you could site here
although the sound is broken by this
wall, truly perverse, you would sit
here while music is being played over
there. But it could have had strolling
musicians coming by your table. It's a
music performing space, not a restau-
rant.
KF I unfortunately missed the first part of
the review, but in terms of the idea of
modulation. In terms of looking at the
plans, I complement you as some-
body who has come to MIT and being
shot by how ugly floor plans are,
these actually have a very special
aesthetic. What intrigues me is that
all of the buildings do have very sim-
ple structure identity between them
and that place those are they able to
play against the site and program
conditions. I think at that level, it's
going somewhere very interesting,
but I would agree that the freedom
that you tend to have in that plan
(points to first floor plan) seems very
resolved - they way these things
come together. In restricting yourself
to variations of (unintelligible)... that
quite that it becomes perverse to
overlay them. The clash is an inter-
esting place, why does it not, try to
define a third thing. The two systems
where they crash into one another
can no longer be read as indepen-
dent. But are just juxtaposed, they
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Image 51
Main performance build-
ing, view of moving
screens and perfor-
mance balcony, looking
north.
are not actually, as one would say in
polyphonic, in synchronization, and
that could have been where this
whole thing ends. To me it looks like
it should carry on (laugh) that there is
something beginning to work from
here. And it's also a pity you didn't
show the trees in the plan, the col-
umn gridding of the structure really
then reads as a structural element,
that the geometry begins to float rela-
tively free in this situation (points to
south east building). The juxtaposi-
tion of the building's angle are not
going to a modernist deconstruction-
ist, certainly in this situation (points
to south end of main performance
building). Rather, these (the build-
ings) are going to be objects among a
very dense fabric of trees. It is
already a fairly ambiguous stretch.
It's a pity you didn't draw the trees (in
the plans).
PF Because I think it would have
informed the design making...
JW Well, one thing that I have to say that
I never interpreted that any particular
area of the site would really serve as
one purpose. There are opportunities
here for someone who is performing
here (points to restaurant area),
some sort of chant, that the audience
could be out here. That would be
another type of relationship
PF You can't tell me after the fact!
MS Stan tells me that I have to partici-
pate (reluctantly said).
SA What did I tell you (in surprise)?
MS You told me I had to participate.
There was a good deal of discussion
earlier in the project... but his
attempts to interpret what to music,
we actually discouraged him to (unin-
telligible)... but the way of working
can be paralleled to other fields one
finds... we felt it would be more con-
structive to work positively in the
manor that he thought was both syn-
thetic to the project and to some
understanding of architectural possi-
bilities. Then at that point, to find the
parallels (with music) rather than try-
ing to solve it (from the beginning).
The physical systems are very impor-
tant (points to AS). Some of the
remarks about organization sounded
to me close to compositional rooted
discussions... in.... in short the
attempt is to make an open field
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Main entrance perfor-
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east towards entry walk-
way.
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Image 54
Aerial image of east side
of complex, north orien-
tation to the left.
rather than a hierarchic(y) one, the
strength of the open field is not com-
pletely resolved in some composi-
tional way. What's weird is that...
what you don't have is a time capsule
of the work... so that this sort of
arrival zone is not resolved (See
"Image 44" on pg 52.), but much bet-
ter than what it was. This (points to
entry walkway stair) reads as an
arrival of the place, and not a musical
thing (refers to PF). There was also
going to be performance from this
building (points to "restaurant" build-
ing - corrects PF), and part of it
results from, Stan correct me if I'm
wrong, from a 1920's - 1930's compo-
sitional thing where these vanes are
supposed to be contradicting the
direction of the growth - that the field
system is gone by all these idiotic
stops (taps the complex's stair tow-
ers)... (unintelligible)... makes it diffi-
cult for any of this stuff to work. But in
not being able to resolve this as an
access place, he has made a second
partial protective space here that I
think helps
here enormously. When you say sys-
tems crash into one another (Points
to KF), I don't see any systems crash-
ing (See "Image 50" on pg 56.) into
one another...
KF (interrupts, caught off guard) Well, I
simply meant that flow one over one
another
MS (interrupts) yes, it's a pavilion, it's
espace (laughs), yes (laughs)...
there's no way...
KF (interrupts) If you look at the plan, at
this point (points to main pavilion's
south end) here's its... (unintelligible)
MS (interrupts and dismisses) Okay,
okay, more independence of the form,
more independence of the physical
systems. Indeed you mention it as
sweet bits of wooden stuff and sweet
bits of ink on the drawing, you don't
know what anything is (refers to KF).
AS (interrupts) But I could...
MS (interrupts) Formally, if these things
are roofs, then this stuff is nonsense
(whacks model). If the roofs were
independent and there were walls
and planes and really would never...
have not run into each other, they
have to maintain more open space.
So in a way, there the fear of not hav-
ing a building an architecture that has
59
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performance building
and small covered gal-
lery, looking west.
resulted in some of this stuff, but
should have been open, should have
been optional, would have been
really different physical systems.
AS I think though...
MS (interrupts and concurrently with AS)
and that it could be built indepen-
dently
AS that it (physical systems) are there...
MS Look at the bloody section (See
"Image 55" on pg 60.), that there is
nothing there that is independent, its
all a straight pavilion. The roof truss
is there to support the roof, that the
structure as means for supporting the
roof... blah ...blah...blah...There's no
independence at all.
This is... There are options, but
there's no place that you can find an
independent structure.
KF Jesse, was it your intention to make
a series of independent structures?
Or was it your intention that is some-
thing independent or sometimes
dependent?
JW Well...
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looking west.
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Image 58
Aerial view of main per-
formanoe building.
KF (interrupts) Because it's between
both of those intentions, or should it
be more separated? That's another...
PF (speaks for JW) His proposition from
the beginning was to not be too par-
ticular about it.
MS (corrects PF in a murmur) His propo-
sition is actually about multiple
opportunities
AS I think the issue of connection from
the upper main level to the water, if
one sees it from another scale, as
really access to the water, and to
resolve the more difficult part of the
site. I think merely to bring the people
through here around this, to remain
high, and move down back into this
space and then with a return into that
level at grade would actually one to
really experience these moments
across the lake including down into
that space. I think that would be a
quite beautiful sequence - as one
moves down into all the different
regions, one moves back into the
ground and begin to occupy this. I
think that there is a lot of potential
there, certainly the notions of a boat
house could talk like this image
(points to image of Katusura outer
pavilion) and I think there is an inten-
tion to go really lightly on the land.
This would call for more development
of the retaining wall's role, of the
ground, and the excavation of it, of
how one could move up it to the
structure and become more massive.
Which is why it is a little more difficult
for that drawing (first floor plan) back
there in the plan where that room is
attached to that thick wall. It's not
clear what vocabulary that walls
belongs to.
(pause)
NJ I'm here to ask you to wrap it up in
the next few minutes. Thanks.
MS One other thing, there was some...
some pressure... to some extent the
site planning that you (AS) were talk-
ing about earlier of being in the
ground or having the option of being
in the ground, I think does happen
locally in places, at the whole scheme
you could have had both systems
stay up in section and move reason-
ably by on the ground, and I thought
you were going to do that.
JW Yes, there is.
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MS Well, no, there's not. It's possible, but
its not (laugh), its possible to avoid
the main thing (building), only just
the.. .both.. .are heavily of the opinion
that once you start to do that, that
stopping here and having to come
down to the ground, and then having
to confrontationally... if you could
have - keep on going, at that level as
one option, but keep on going and
then arrive at someplace where you
could understand without necessarily
going into the water - and getting out
yourcanoe... and... you could find out
what this whole zone is about before
having to go through any of it.
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If the access system could have
allowed you to go through the open
space would have had a chance of
winning, and then business of
whether it is a collection of separate
buildings - and so on, so on would
become less of an issue if at the
building size, as well as at the com-
ponent size was more...
JW Nancy (Jones) is coming back. Thank
you.
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after several minutes of conversation...
FP One very simple idea is to make
this whole thing follow one geome-
try.
DK Just as this came up, I hadn't seen
this particular solution, which I
don't particularly take as much
exception to probably as Maurice. I
think this is really quite elegant,
you...
FP What goes around that?
DK Oh yeah...
FP This is like the garage staircase (See
"Image 63" on pg 70.).
MS Yeah, it's disgusting.
DK But I think you are still left with the
curious problem, you have the option
of continuing, you occupy the land-
scape here, down to the water option-
ally, or back this way optionally, or
here, but I think they way you have
configured it, you still have all of this
stuff here, this is nothing, it residue,
its not occupy-able slack, its... and
then you come right down the stairs,
and sure the topography and what
not, light and so on will draw you in
here. But it still leaves you to wonder
what the hell is happening here, what
this edge is here, and why it is given
what it is. By keeping the guy out
here, you are still stuck with this.
JW You mean stick it out further?
DK No, I'm thinking either, if anything I
think you want to get it back in here.
But then I think it becomes to be a
problem. You would want it to dis-
place at least the length of the build-
ing, the dimension of three cars. Or
maybe try to get it further out here or
to zig zag somewhere out here. Or
somehow this is better resolved -
maybe in the physical form - as
Fernando (Domeyko) would say, 'this
is where the dogs goto die.' I thought
as well here, when you had the
access coming through here, what
would be good if the access reaches
the end of the building, it gets to grow
to a better size, or to a collective size
- rather than staying at the dimension
of the access size until here. I would
recommend that. I think that some-
thing that, it doesn't show in your
model unfortunately, but probably it
does in the design if you just find, it
looked as though, the enclosure you
post-review.
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have here, you forfeited the continuity
of the landscape through the building,
it isn't apparent anymore - but I'm
sure its still there.
(unintelligible)
I think in all what she had said was
something that did escape us ulti-
mately, was that I think that we
addressed this polyphonic business
and the landscape size, the building
size - but you didn't get it down to the
material sizes, structural systems
sizes. In this section (See "Image 55"
on pg 60.), as Maurice (Smith) would
say, there's not structural indepen-
dence, this is supporting this, this
... etc.... Roof is the enclosure, the
floor is for support... etc. The same
thing happens in plan here we have
these, opaque walls - its not really
even clear if the move or what moves.
But in any sense, they are always
controlling... (unintelligible)...
So again, if you could have exercised
the material maybe in the conscious
working order, that the different struc-
tural systems would be more inde-
pendent.... (unintelligible)
JW I think I presented it wrong. When I
started showing the slides, I realized
that...
DK I thought your midterm presentation
was better. And of course, you were
presenting to all of us who knew what
was going on...
JW I realized at a point in the presenta-
tion that I wasn't going to the point of
explaining everything or even the atti-
tude because of the time con-
straints... etc.... I still disagree with
Maurice (Smith)with a number of
things. He feels that the registration
should be here, I think it should be
here.... (unintelligible)
DK Unintelligible... this thing here, I think
that what was bothering people -
maybe I could put it in another way -
going back to the whole musical anal-
ogy, where in counterpoint is when
you have Melody A and Melody B
going back and forth and overlapping,
Bach would begin to build a third mel-
ody. This would then begin to harmo-
nize this and that... before you know it
you would have a third melody. Same
as this group right here, instead of
melodies, this part would build all of
this, it's a shame that then there is
suddenly a third that attempts to...
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this somehow could be better
resolved...
JW Yeah, Imre was... I spoke with him a
week ago, I think he really - we both
agreed that something should occur
here (See "Image 70" on pg 74.)- per-
haps a change in direction to close
off this area. And when I talked with
Maurice, he felt that we should build
another direction to close this end off,
we even talked about a tent, some-
thing temporary....
JW Did you see this place?
DK Yep, it's all right, but then even here I
don't think you even need it, for
instance, you have all these retaining
walls, there no evidence any-
where... (unintelligible)... if I remem-
ber this building, you actually have a
retaining wall coming up doubling as
a piece of structure. So this thing
here is fully independent of the walls.
It's an opportunity to say, all right,
here's a retaining wall that doubles,
or that is occupying this area (pause).
One last thing, the point that the
woman (AS) made about giving more
thought given to materials, materials
playing off one another, materials act-
ing at the different sizes. Again, that
was a very good one, you should
have been a little more (unintelligi-
ble)... maybe even using a different
chipboard or something like that,
same with the structure, showing
some of the differences in the materi-
als, and allowed for some of this
material to move up in section. They
might... sometimes form part of the
structure and sometimes not. And as
you are moving through the land-
scape, you would pick up on that
material, start building associations
at the large size, allowing them to
extend over large sizes... (unintelligi-
ble)...
JW Okay, Thank you. Finally the last one
(final review presentation)!
DK I hope not!
JW Well the last one (architectural pre-
sentation) for me.
DK I hope not!
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JW (laughs)
MS (returns for more comments) What
you have got going here is the action
that you are not producing all these
sectional moves at the landscape.
You need to understand directly,
not only at one level...
JW (interrupts) Well that's what he
(PF) was telling me what to do!
MS That's what I'm saying, As well as,
not both things, it's not the either
or thing, I mean yes, he was say-
ing either or, which is wrong.
(chuckles) Both things should be
strong. Duncain was right also, if
you were going to arrive here (See
"Image 63" on pg 70.), you could get
down and go into this thing more
directly with some of this stuff, would
be an extension of the event, and this
should have certainly been a perfor-
mance space (See "Image 62" on pg
68.). You'd have to come on a barge
(boat), you could get a barge here as
a performing space... (unintelligi-
ble)...
NJ You have to remember the real rela-
tionship is with him (Maurice Smith).
MS It's (relationship) with the project, not
with me (sarcasm).
(laughter)
NJ And the only one who will give you a
grade.
MS I'm the only one...
JW (interrupts) He's the reader!
NJ He is? That's right, Imre is.
MS So... But... Doesn't matter, its (Mau-
rice vs. Imre) the same thing.
(laughter)
NJ (laughs) Pretty close.
MS ... we have a New Zealand - Hungar-
ian thing, so, so you should have had
a playing platform here, and if you
didn't think it should be an actual part
of the continuous surface, then float
the thing, put a barge there, so you
can put ... oh come-on, that's this bad
little pseudo compositional stop-start
nineteen... whatever it is, garbage...
(Pause)
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MS It says you can't go on here without
making a stop... I hope you'll grow
out of it... this is very unacceptable
and very incoherent - Formally illiter-
ate to the late twentieth century,
We're almost in the twenty first cen-
tury, I may not make it to see it, right?
.... Whatever... actually getting this
stuff back in here would have been
okay (laugh), if you hadn't walled it in
completely heavily, so that... in your
desperation not to have people come
in this way, you made a very fierce
edge here, and if you look... where's
the collision? That's where the colli-
sion is (See "Image 70" on pg 72.)!
This little walkway going wanging into
that thing. And these coming so close
to each other almost wang, and your
roof, what this idiotic little thing?
What's that? Is it structure?
JW Yeah.
MS It's crazy! This is one beam sticking
outside, There's nothing territorial
about that (See "Image 56" on pg
62.).
JW (laugh) It's for stability.
MS My hand is stable still more or less
stable, without some of its fingers. If
you are gonna build... and this
woman (AS) was right - I don't know if
she knew what to do about it, that the
physical systems, your territorial
beams and stuff, should be clearly
territorial themselves. And even when
you make the truss you don't do that.
You almost do it, but not quite. So to
make a propped up surface, if you
take a whole plane and hinge it, then
there no reference to anything other
than....(mumbles)... that makes it into
a shape... and that a horrible term...
you shouldn't be able to use it... this
thing (taps recorder) If you have been
clearer about all those things if there
was a structure here, that structure
could continue to go right through it
and all this stuff. The generative pri-
mary pavilion is what you should be
going through... (unintelligible)...
MS Anyway, at least they weren't put off
by any animalistic idiotic gross - this
is a building like a fish or a gorilla, at
least its not suffering from that prob-
lem.
JW Okay, Thanks.
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The investigation and comparison of
architecture and music in the thesis pro-
cess is difficult and a never ending task.
In this project, the attempt to make meta-
phorical comparisons lead to many dis-
cussions on the nature of that
relationship. Ultimately, it seems that the
importance of understanding architec-
tural form and organization is significant
in any form making task.
One particular issue raised in the design
process recognized that the architectural
experience of any particular space is diffi-
cult to reproduce and understand through
scale models and drawings. Such as in
music, one has difficulty in experiencing
or appreciating music through its written
notation. The natural continuation of this
investigation would have been to con-
struct full scale models to experiment and
demonstrate intentions.
I would have been intrigued to study an
alternative process of architecture and
music comparison where acoustical quali-
ties begin to define opportunities of place
making and inhabitation. Not always rely-
ing on intended occurrences, timing and
coincidence would then form unexpected
results.
In any case, I am grateful for my educa-
tional career. Beginning at the University
of Illinois, with Henry Plummer (MIT
MArch 1975), and finishing with Imre
Halasz and Maurice Smith, has certainly
made this process eventful and memora-
ble.
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